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High-resolution high-speed synchronous epifluorescence imaging
of cardiac activation

Shien-Fong Lin,a) Rashida A. Abbas, and John P. Wikswo, Jr.
Living State Physics Group, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tennessee 37235

~Received 3 June 1996; accepted for publication 21 October 1996!

An optical imaging technique with high spatial and temporal resolution was developed to record
fractional changes in laser-induced epifluorescence associated with the cardiac transmembrane
potential during and after the application of monophasic point stimuli. The technique takes
advantage of the repeatability of the recorded events, and uses a synchronized laser strobing
mechanism to overcome the speed limitation inherent to slow-scan charge-coupled device cameras,
and achieves an effective frame rate of 500 frames/s at a spatial resolution of 1003100 pixels in a
single frame with a pixel resolution of 75mm. The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved with
boxcar averaging. Patterns of virtual cathode and anode with distinctive regions of simultaneous
depolarization and hyperpolarization during stimulation are demonstrated with stimuli applied to the
resting myocardium of an isolated rabbit heart. The technique described in this article provides a
powerful tool for investigating repeatable dynamics in the function of electrically active tissue.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~97!03401-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cardiac activation is an important biophysical proce
directly relevant to the application of clinical arrhythm
treatment devices such as pacemakers and defibrillators.
ditionally, this phenomenon was studied using electrical
cording approaches. In the last decade, cardiac optical m
ping became an emerging technique which has been ap
to preparations including cardiac cells,1 two-dimensional
slices of cardiac muscle,2 and whole hearts.3,4 Developed
around the principle of staining the tissue with voltag
sensitive dyes and recording the variation in the intensity
the induced epifluorescence, a variety of approaches b
on different light-sensing components have been utilized
measure the transmembrane potential (Vm) distribution dur-
ing different electrical states in cardiac tissue. In princip
the Vm of a site on the tissue is estimated with2DF/F , in
which F is the fluorescence intensity obtained from the re
ing tissue,DF the variation of fluorescence intensity whe
the recording site of tissue is excited. The minus sign rep
sents a decrease inF with a more positiveVm . The spatial
variation in2DF/F can be recorded with sufficient accura
to allow quantitative comparisons of theory and experim
that provide confirmation of the bidomain model for cardi
electrical behavior.

A major engineering compromise that has to be ma
during the system design is the trade-off between the sp
and temporal resolution of the recording. For example, p
todiode arrays and laser scanning systems provide good
resolution at a limited number of points.5–8 Fiber optic sys-
tems provide excellent signal-to-noise~S/N! ratios at one to
four points, and can be used to map out cardiac activa
patterns at a small number of locations by changing the
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cording sites of the ‘‘optrode.’’9–11Video techniques provide
qualitative images with a large number of pixels and can
used to create movies of propagating activation a
reentry.2,12,13 However, the fixed acquisition rate of 6
frames/s and a 16.7 ms elapsed time between consec
frames prohibits detailed observation of cardiac dynam
Furthermore, digital video cameras typically have only a n
row dynamic range of 8-bit, or 256-level digitization, whic
creates a major drawback for quantitative studies of
transmembrane potential distribution. Because the chang
fluorescence that corresponds to the transmembrane a
potential is typically 5% of the background illuminance, a
8-bit dynamic range would generate data with only 12 di
tized levels, i.e., 5% of 256, for signals of more than 100 m
in amplitude.

The system described in this article uses a hig
sensitivity cooled charge-coupled device~CCD! camera as
the optical detector. The sensitivity allows a short expos
duration that avoids the problems of dynamic image blurr
and dye-bleaching. The 12-bit dynamic range of the cam
and the frame-grabber provides a digitization of the tra
membrane action potential of more than 150 levels. M
importantly, a synchronous-capture scheme, which locks
laser exposure timing to that of the stimulation, was devis
to achieve an effective 500 Hz frame rate. All these en
neering improvements in optical mapping techniques led
the successful observation of virtual electrode effects in c
diac activation.4

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed on the left ventricle
Langendorff-perfused isolated rabbit hearts. The volta
sensitive dye di-4-ANEPPS~Molecular Probes, Eugene, O
egon! was added to the Tyrode’s solution that perfused
heart at a concentration of 0.5mM. The mechanical decou

s-
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pler diacetylmonoxime~DAM, Sigma, St. Louis, MO! of 15
mM was added to the Tyrode’s solution to inhibit musc
contraction.

The imaging system@Fig. 1~A!# consisted of a high-
sensitivity digital cooled-CCD camera with 12-bit imag
digitization ~Model 4100, Astrocam, Cambridge, Englan!
with a 50 mm fl.8 objective lens~Pentax!, and a 5 Wargon
laser~Innova 70-5, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA! with a 514 nm
single line output of 1.5 W. An acousto-optical modulat
~AOM, NEOS N23080, Melbourne, FL! served as a light-
strobe mechanism for illuminating the heart. The inter
mechanical shutter of the camera has an inherent induc
delay of 11 ms, hence the minimum CCD exposure time
around 23 ms, far too long for observing dynamic card
events with millisecond rise time. The laser strobe light p
vided by the instantaneous beam deflection capability of
AOM, when working in the dark, serves as an effective f
shutter for imaging of dynamic events without significa
blurring. The laser beam after the AOM was split in two wi
a 50/50 beam splitter~BS!, each beam directed with mirror
~M1, M2! through ground glass diffusers~D1, D2! toward
the imaging area on the heart. These two diffused be
were adjusted in position and distance to induce an appr
mately even and shadowless fluorescence from the ima
area.

The laser-induced fluorescence was filtered with a 5
nm long-pass colored glass filter~FLT! to remove the 514
nm inducing light before the camera. 1003100 pixel images
covering a 7.5 mm37.5 mm field of view were taken
through a circular 12 mm window opening in the plan
electrode support that held stimulating and recording e
trodes adjacent to the heart. In practice, an area of intere
3003300 pixels out of a total of 7683520 pixels on the
CCD was selected. A 333 binning operation on these se

FIG. 1. ~A! Schematic drawing of imaging setup.~B! The imaging window.
214 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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lected pixels was performed to group adjacent nine pix
into a ‘‘superpixel.’’ The resulting image format thus be
came 1003100 superpixels. The binning is important to e
hance the S/N ratio and lower the required laser intensity
would allow use of the full dynamic range of the CCD. Du
ing imaging, the isolated heart was pushed gently against
front circular window from the back side with a plastic su
porting plate. A 1-cm-diam spiral of silver wire situated
the center of the supporting plastic plate on the opposite
of the heart was used as the reference electrode for elect
stimulation. Figure 1~B! shows a detailed schematic drawin
of the imaging window. The short test stimuli were deliver
through the center stimulator, which was a Teflon-insulat
100 mm platinum wire wound two and half turns around
supporting suture stretched across the window. The Te
insulation was removed from a central kink in the wire
allow the platinum to contact the epicardium over an area
100mm3200mm. A pair of platinum wires mounted alon
the edge of the window were used for additional conditio
stimulation, providing the capability to ‘‘prime’’ the tissue t
a predetermined electrical status such as depolarizatio
repolarization during the point stimulation. The timing an
strength of both test and conditional stimuli provided t
necessary combination of stimulation for different expe
ments.

The block diagram shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the cont
and wiring of the system. The electrocardiogram~ECG! sig-
nals obtained from the bipolar electrodes attached to the
aging window were continuously monitored through a m
tiple input/output~MIO! card installed in a computer. Th
synchronous-imaging setup, which locked the laser expos
to that of the onset of electrical stimulation, was devised
achieve an equivalent 500 Hz frame rate, taking advantag
the repeatability of cardiac activation events. The core of
system was a programmable timing device~TIO! producing
timing signal with variable delay and duration. TIO was tri
gered by the periodic pulses from the pulse generator,
generated four timing signals for stimulating the tissue~S1,

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the synchronous imaging system.
Imaging of cardiac activation
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S2!, for strobing the light with AOM and for triggering the
camera. The operation of the camera was controlled by
Camera Control Unit~CCU!, which controlled the tempera
ture of the camera, digitized the images, and fed the dig
signal to the frame grabber in a personal computer.

Before the imaging, the sinus rhythm of the heart w
captured by stimulator S1 at a rate slightly higher than
natural rhythm. During imaging, an image was taken for
ery trigger to the CCU. Therefore, the actual rate of imag
was the same as the frequency of the pulse generator~2–4
Hz!. However, the progressive shift in the timing of th
strobe light relative to the pacing stimulus could produ
frame sequences with an effective frame rate much fa
than the actual rate of imaging. In a typical imaging protoc
a sequence of 6–9 frames were taken with a successive
shift of timing in exposure, thus achieving an effective fram
rate of 500 Hz.

Figure 3 shows the timing diagram of the system. F
the monophasic current activation experiment, the S1 pa
pulse was locked to the master clock signal from the pu
generator with a constant delay of 20 ms. The pacing cur
pulse induced a propagating action potential beneath the
ter electrode. The camera trigger pulse activated the shu
which became fully opened after 11 ms. The strobe light w
delivered after this period of induction delay. It should
noted that because all the timing signals were synchron
to the master clock, box-car averaging technique can be
ployed to enhance the S/N ratio by repeating the timing
quence of imaging.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In cardiac electrophysiology, the virtual electrodes a
the regions of tissue that are instantaneously depolar
~virtual cathodes! or instantaneously hyperpolarized~virtual
anode! by the stimulus pulse.14 For strong stimuli that are 10
to 20 times threshold, the virtual electrodes can have a
tial extent several orders of magnitude larger than the ac
stimulus electrode. The relationship between virtual el
trodes and tissue anisotropy is reviewed in de
elsewhere.15,16The objective of the present study was to o
tain high spatial and temporal resolution images of the tra

FIG. 3. Timing diagram of the system. Note that the ‘‘shutter open’’ a
‘‘laser strobe’’ signals are locked to ‘‘camera external trigger’’ with fixe
delays.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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membrane potential distribution adjacent to the virtual el
trodes during several different modes of stimulatio4

Because the information describing the transmembrane
tential distribution is embedded in the modulation of t
background fluorescence level, image processing is requ
to extract such information from the raw images and to
hance the S/N ratio.

Figure 4 shows the results from each step in the im
processing procedure. The sequence in Fig. 4~A! shows the
raw epifluorescence images. The region covered by the
ture supporting the stimulation electrode, which appeared
a black line in the images, can be detected by a thresh
process to identify the pixels with low intensity@Fig. 4~B!#.
These low-intensity pixels were inhibited from further mat
ematical operations because they carried no significant in
mation. The transmembrane potential distribution@Fig. 4~C!#
was obtained by dividing the image to be processed with
image obtained immediately before the delivery of the el
trical stimulus@the left-most frame in Fig. 4~B!#, when all of
the tissue in the imaging area was at its resting, diast
potential.

The background levels of each of the frame in Fig. 4~C!
are not equal due to the temporal instability of the laser o
put energy, as evidenced by different gray levels in the as
depolarized region in each frame. Such a variation was
counted for by a normalization procedure, which selecte
region of tissue that remained at rest throughout the sequ
@the regions in the white squares in Fig. 4~C!#, and normal-
ized each frame to the average intensity of that region.
further enhance the S/N ratio, digital filtering can be e

FIG. 4. The sequence of image processing on a frame sequence of ca
activation following monophasic, cathodal stimulation. The muscle fi
axis runs from lower right to upper left. In all the sequences except A an
black is depolarization and white is hyperpolarization.
215Imaging of cardiac activation
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ployed to remove the appearance of pixels for easier vis
ization of regions with meaningfully different fluorescen
levels. However, the spatial filtering operation would sm
the region of the suture into the neighboring region. W
filled the suture region with random numbers that had
mean and variance calculated from the adjacent pixels. In
application, at each point along the suture, we used the m
and the variance of the three pixels on both sides of
suture. The results after random filling and the subsequ
spatial filtering are shown in Figs. 4~E! and 4~F!. To facili-
tate the observation of the propagating wave fronts, a ‘‘d
ference’’ image sequence@Fig. 4~G!# was generated by sub
tracting successive frames, which produced the propaga
wave fronts similar to a derivative operation in the time d
main. The gray-scale in Fig. 4~G! was adjusted to accommo
date the smaller signal level and to facilitate visualizatio
The dog-bone virtual cathode and the adjacent region
virtual anode became apparent as predicted by theory.
gray-scale can be converted to pseudo-color for illustra
purposes.

In contracting hearts, the optical properties of tiss
change dynamically with the inhomogeneous heart w
movement. Such changes would significantly alter the
tected fluorescence due to the time-varying opti
absorption-excitation relationship in dye-stained tissue.
order to avoid such spurious changes in the background fl
rescence, cardiac optical recording procedures are usu
performed with the muscle movement blocked by introd
ing mechanical decoupling agents such as DAM, which w
found to have minimal effects on cardiac cell membra
conductances.17,18 The resulting stable background fluore
cence intensity in the resting tissue is necessary for the
ecution of the normalization procedure described in this
ticle. An additional requirement for a satisfacto
normalization is somea priori knowledge of the tissue statu
in each frame to be normalized. This is straightforward
activation studies, because the wave front propagates
wardly from the point stimulus in a regular way. Howeve
this situation does not apply to irregular wave front propa
tion such as during fibrillation.

In this study, the synchronous imaging system was u
to record cardiac activation with a small point electrode
livering monophasic stimuli. Although previous theoretic
calculations have shown the existence of complex patte
associated with such stimulation procedures, detailed vis
ization of such patterns has not been possible until the ap
cation of the current system.4 Such a technique using slow
scan digital cameras is suitable for observing repeata
dynamic events, such as cardiac activation under a peri
captured rhythm. Similar techniques can also be applied
ing a video camera for observing repetitive events, howe
with mostly an 8-bit dynamic range.19 Lower sensitivity and
limited synchronization capability inherent to most vid
cameras make them useful only for imaging propagation
cardiac wave fronts. On the other hand, cooled-CCD cam
have low dark current of approximately 5 electron/pix
second at240 °C, which is negligible for short exposur
duration of only a few milliseconds, and thus can provi
high sensitivity for low-level fluorescence. Cooled-CC
216 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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cameras, combined with the additional capability of synch
nous laser strobing, are at present the device of choice
studies of the transmembrane potential distributions dur
and after direct activation.

Our approach represents a compromise that prov
high spatial resolution, 0.5 ms exposure times, a 2 ms or
shorter frame interval, and a 12-bit dynamic range. It is p
sible to further reduce the exposure duration with the s
chronous imaging technique, and therefore to further red
the blurring of wave front edges due to propagation. Ho
ever, because the AOM has a fixed contrast ratio of 500:
short exposure will result in a reduced signal amplitude a
fewer gray scales in the images. Imaging of cardiac act
potentials should not require exposures of less than sev
hundred microseconds, as demonstrated by a fiber o
system.9–11 However, such short exposures for a large-a
imaging system will require either higher laser power, w
the concomitant risk of dye bleaching, or the use of one-
two-stage image intensifiers, which may compromise
spatial resolution. On the other hand, shortening the fra
interval could lead to a large increase in the number
frames in a movie, presenting problems of data transfer
storage.

The synchronous technique is at present limited to us
box-car averaging techniques to create movies that are
several frames long. The studies of asynchronous or non
tionary phenomena such as ectopic beats, reentry, or fibr
tion are not possible with the system. Future enhancem
to our camera should extend the capabilities of the imag
system to imaging asynchronous events. Some realistic
provements would include removing the slow mechani
shutter and replacing the current image sensor to a fra
transfer CCD, as well as employing a laser stabilizer to
duce the instability in laser output power. With the rap
progress in the resolution and speed of commercial lar
format CCD cameras, it can be expected that direct imag
of aperiodic cardiac events should be possible in the n
future.
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